Celebrity
News:
Jennifer
Garner & BF John Miller Are
Stronger Than Ever Amid Split
Rumors

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Jennifer Garner’s relationship is going
strong, even though rumors that her and John Miller have split
have been spreading. According to UsMagazine.com, “John and
Jen are going stronger than ever,” an insider said. “They are
still spending a lot of time together.” The celebrity couple
made their relationship public in October and have been very
happy with each other.

In celebrity news, the split rumors
surrounding Jennifer and John are
false. What are some ways to keep
rumors
from
affecting
your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you keep rumors from affecting your relationship?
Cupid has some advice:
1.Ignore the outsiders: The only people involved in the
relationship are you and your partner. Keep the thoughts of
others away from the two of you, and although it is easier
said than done, you and your partner will be stronger.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Demi Lovato Caught Kissing
Henry Levy During Dinner Date
2. Talk to your partner if you have any concerns: Don’t jump
to conclusions about what’s happening in your relationship.
Talk to each other first, and hash out any concerns you may
have. It’ll be much easier if you talk to each other first
rather than listening to anything else.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Dakota Johnson Spends
Thanksgiving with BF Chris Martin Along with Gwyneth Paltrow &
Kids
3. Spend time doing other things: If you and your partner keep
busy, the rumors won’t even matter to you. You and your
partner will be occupied spending time with each other and can
ignore any of the rumors about your relationship.
How did you avoid rumors about your relationship? Let us know
below!

Moving On: Jennifer Garner is
Dating
Businessman
John
Miller
After
Celebrity
Divorce

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Jennifer Garner is happily dating
businessman John Miller. After the actress finalized her
celebrity divorce from actor Ben Affleck, she is excited to be
moving forward with her love life. The new couple has been
dating for six months and it seems to be getting pretty

serious. A source told UsMagazine.com, “Jen brings out the
best in John, and he is the happiest he has probably ever
been. It’s a loving, healthy relationship.” Garner is glad to
be moving on from the divorce.

Now that her celebrity divorce has
been finalized, Jennifer Garner has
moved on. What are some ways to
know you’re ready to move on after
a divorce or break-up?
Cupid’s Advice:
How do you know you’re ready to move on after a divorce or a
break up? Cupid shares some thoughts:
1. You are dating someone else: Dating someone else and being
fully committed to that relationship is a big sign that you’ve
moved on from your previous relationship. It is okay to move
on and have a new love interest in you’re life if you truly
feel ready to be in that space again.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gwyneth Paltrow Gushes
Over Newlywed Life with Brad Falchuk
2. You and your ex are friends: No one is asking you to be
bff’s with your ex, but if you two have a friendship rather
than a romantic relationship, then it’s safe to say you have
respectfully moved on from that part of your lives.
Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Leah Jenner Officially Files
for Divorce from Brandon Jenner
3.Your emotions aren’t all over the place: When the break-up
first happens, it is expected that you will feel many

different things. It’s difficult at the start, but you’ll have
more control over your emotions after you have had time to
move forward from the relationship.
How were you able to move on after a divorce?
below!

Let us know

